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From the Manager From the Manager 

Kia ora, e te whānau, 

Greetings from Strive Rehabilitation Manawatū and welcome to the first edition of our newsletter for 2022!  

We were off to a challenging start this year with Covid-19 making its way through the community, and the 

resulting government response that has constantly been evolving. It has been unsettling for clients, families and staff 

as we try to navigate all the changes. However, I feel that one of the positives to come out of this is that we have 

become a stronger community at Strive, working together to keep ourselves as safe as possible in the midst of a 

global pandemic.  

Summer is slowly fading, although there are still some beauiful blue sky days. I have noticed the days are 

shortening though and falling leaves are signs that autumn is on its way.  

Congratulations and thanks to clients for all your achievements over the last quarter. May you continue to 

achieve and thrive. You are my heroes and inspire me every day! 

In this edition:  

 Explorers group: This is a very successful weekly walking/outdoor persuits group facilitated by Bruce 

Roberts. Recently the group were able to view some of the damage at the Esplanade done by cyclone Dovi   

(Pp 4-5) 

 Ian McRae: A former client, Ian McRae, passed away peacefully on Wednesday 16 February.  Ian is 

fondly remembered by many at Strive (Stewart Centre). He took great delight and pride in maintaining the 

grounds, and especially the vegetable garden when he was here. Our sympathy to Priscilla and the family. RIP 

dear friend. (P.6) 

 Be Kind: Thank you everyone for following the Covid-19 safety precautions when onsite at Strive. 

Please check out the reminders on P.7 of the newsletter. Together we will get through this.  

 Brain Facts: In this article we learn about the auditory cortex—that amazing part of the brain that receives 

and processes auditory information and transforms it into something meaningful like that interesting 

conversation among friends, or that song on the radio that you can’t get out o your head. Mīharo! (P. 8) 

 Haere rā to the two Claires: Sadly we  say goodbye to two outstanding staff members. Claire Davis 

retired at the end of last year and Claire Matena is persuing her passion for Te Reo Māori through a new 

job with the Ministry of Education. We love you, we miss you and we wish you all the best for your futures.            

(P. 9) 

 Marton Art Group: Several clients are attending an art programme facilitated by Michelle Edmondson at 

her new studio ‘Shiloh’ in Marton. The art pieces look amazing! Congratulations! (P. 10) 

 Happy Retirement Gail: We bid farewell to a much loved client, Gail Parker, who retired from Strive last 

month. We have many fond memories of our time together. ‘Enjoy your freedom and unlimited weekends’!          

(P. 11) 

 Shop Day Celebration: We had a wonderful Christmas and Shop Day  celebration at the end of last year. 

Covid-19 restrictions meant we were unable to visit a restaurant for our usual Christmas lunch. However, we 

had a wonderful time with an onsite BBQ , plenty of fun games and activities, Christmas stalls and ‘Kool 

icecreams’ (P. 13) 

 The Autumn Puzzle on P.14 reminds us of the change in season that is just around the corner and the 

Action for Happiness Calendar (Mindful March) gives plenty of daily activities to keep us focussed in 

the present moment 

 Diary Dates: Please take time to check out the Diary Dates on P.16 for upcoming events  

Thank you for your continued love and support.  

Me whakarite, me noho haumaru .Be well everyone.     

Arohanui, Terry  
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On  a recent visit to the Esplanade we discovered a lot 

of tree damage from high winds on the weekend. Work 

people had already begun the clean up. 

 

“Fun with the little 

people in town.” 

Cyclone Dovi 

We encountered 

some amusing 

new fixtures and 

blocked pathways 

“That’s  a dangerous 

hanger up there!” 

“ Is there a 

way 

through?” 

“Don’t 

let it 

fall..!” 
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“Oops! 

Shouldn’t 

have leant 

on that 

one.” 

“I’m checking 

out the fallen 

tree.” 

It had been 18 years to the 

day since the February 2004 

floods. 

 “We’d 

have 

been 

under 

water 

standing 

here in 

2004!” 

“The wee 

door says it 

all though.” 
The wind damage was 

quite wide spread 

through the gardens as 

we wandered around. 

But wind had been more the 

problem this time. 

Have a 

good 

DAY 
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R.I.P. Ian McRae. 

Ian will be fondly remembered for his dedication and 

enthusiasm, while taking care of the gardens and 

grounds when he attended the Manawatu Stewart    

Centre. His dry humour often had us all laughing  and 

there were many comical moments of battling the hose 

whilst attempting to water the gardens. Staff could be 

seen running to save him from drenching  himself and 

anyone else in the vicinity.  

Haere rā 

Ian 
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Just a few gentle reminders we give out to our clients on a daily basis to 

help keep us all safe and well: 

 Continue to WASH YOUR HANDS & SANITISE on a regular basis. 

 If you need to SNEEZE do it into your ELBOW. 

 If you cannot be 1 meter apart you must  WEAR A MASK. 

 Maintain your SOCIAL DISTANCING wherever you are. 

 Keep a list of people you have had CONTACT with or 

 Use the QR CODE TRACER if you have a smart phone. 

 If you are unwell with any flu-like symptoms STAY HOME. 

 Ring Healthline on 0800 358 5453 if you have any concerns. 

 Be KIND                                                                                    

 Be SAFE 

 

Currently, it is the New Zealand Government’s policy that vaccination status 

should not impact on unvaccinated people receiving the same health and disability 

service as vaccinated people. Also, clients attending the service are not required 

to divulge their vaccine status if asked. 

It is important to note that under the Protection Framework, Vaccine Passes may 

be required for people to access certain venues, however clients do not need a 

Vaccine Pass to access services at Strive Rehabilitation Manawatu. All     

visitors onsite will be required to show their Vaccine Pass. 

tel:08003585453
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  BRAIN FACTS 

Ever wondered how you can pick out one voice in a conversation or all the different 

instruments in a song? It’s your auditory cortex hard at work!  

The auditory cortex is a network of areas in the part of the brain that receives      

inputs from the subcortical auditory pathways in the brainstem and thalamus. 

Through an elaborate network of intrinsic and extrinsic connections, the auditory 

cortex is thought to bring about the conscious perception of sound and provide a 

basis for the comprehension and production of meaningful utterances.  

 

 

http://www.neurological.org.nz/  
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Both Claire Davis and Claire Matena have  recently moved on from Strive   

and into the next step in their journey of life. One into retirement and the other 

into a new job. They will both be missed here at Strive, as between the two 

they each brought with them so many  valuable life and work experiences. 

We were fortunate that along the way they shared many of these with us all. 

New beginings and exciting adventures lie ahead for them. Wherever their 

paths take them, we wish them both 

success in everything they do. 
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Friday morning and we are off on an adventure to 

Michelle Edmondson's art studio Shiloh  which is 

based in Marton. Michelle runs a fully facilitated 

program which enables our clients to freely      

express their artistic talents. First day they were   

supplied with a linen tote bag to tie dye,           

encouraged to apply patterns using glue and 

when dry they were twisted and wrapped with 

rubber bands. Then the fun messy part began. 

“Hmmmmm! which colours do I want to use ? 

Oh heck lets try all of them☺.” They were left to 

completely dry out until the following week.      

Clients carefully  un-wrapped them to check out 

their awesome designs, next step was washing 

and pressing out all those wrinkles. 

Michelle then guided clients through the process 

of using water and nail polish to create these  

fabulous mugs. 
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           It’s been great sharing part of your 

journey with you.  

          All the best from Clients & Staff     

Strive Rehabilitation. 

   Enjoy your special time with family 

and endless weekends  

           CONGRATULATION’S 

On your  

retirement  

  Gail 
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Due to the ongoing Covid-19 restrictions there was a 

blend of Christmas & Shop Day celebrations. 

Clients and staff joined in the fun and games that were set up. Cliff and Pete     

managed the Grinch dice game, There were  prizes galore for the winners, only if 

you could find the Grinch. This wasn't always easy but he would eventually dish 

them out.  Barry and Bruce were left in control of the  skittles  area, to test          

everyone’s bowling abilities, while Paula had set up a cut flower table for people to 

try their hand at arranging. On sale were a selection of clients fabulous handmade 

crafts, a wonderful bird house crafted by Josh was auctioned to the highest bidder 

and a Christmas raffle to interest everyone. A chance to win one of three prizes.  

Norma had the sausage sizzle under control, for 

our yummy shared lunch. To top off the day and 

cool everyone down Mrs Kool arrived with a     

selection of delicious Ice cream treats to tempt us 

all.  

We raised $844.70 which will go towards our    

annual camp.                  
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AUTUMN PUZZLE TIME... 
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Social Afternoon Dates 

2022 !!! 

Bi-monthly social gatherings a time for 

staff, clients, ex-clients, whanau & 

friends to come together and enjoy each 

others  company… 

Due to the current Covid-19 restrictions 

at this point in time we are  unable to 

hold our regular Social  

gatherings.  

 

ATTENTION: 

COVID - 19 

If you have any of these   

symptoms. 

 Cough 

 High temperature 

 Shortness of Breath 

Please do not attend Strive!   

If you have any concerns 

please contact: 

Healthline 

0800 358 5453 

    
MARCH:  

The Extravaganza Fair: Railway Reserve: Sat 19th - Sun 20th 9am - 5pm. 

International Day of Happiness  Sunday 20th. 

Brain Injury Awareness Week : Wednesday 16th - Thursday 22nd. 

 

APRIL:  

April Fools Day: Friday 1st 

Daylight Saving Ends: Sunday 3rd @ 3am. 

Easter Holiday: Good Friday 15th                       STRIVE CLOSED. 

                           Easter Monday 18th                    STRIVE CLOSED. 

Anzac Day: Monday 25th A.N.Z.A.C. Day           STRIVE CLOSED. 

 

MAY: 

Mothers Day:  Sunday 8th 
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PALMERSTON NORTH HOSPITAL :                                          06 356 9169 

PALMERSTON NORTH POLICE:                                                  06 351 3600    

A1 WHEELCHAIR SERVICES: 0800 222 284     

ACC:  0800 222 822     

WINZ:  0800 559 009      

MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS TEAM:  0800 653 357   

HEALTHLINE:  0800 611 116      

ALCOHOL & DRUG HELPLINE:  0800 787 797  

SAMARITIANS 24 HOURS:  0800 726 666   

CITIZENS ADVICE BUREAU:  0800 367 222     

LIFELINE NZ:  0800 543 354  

JUST ZILCH:                     022 597 2569    

WOMENS REFUGE CRISIS LINE: 06 356 5585 

  
 

    

 

 

 

Strive Rehabilitation Manawatū  

would like to thank the following sponsors. 
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How can you tell if  

someone is having a  

stroke?  

 By learning to recognise  

the symptoms of stroke  

you could save a life!  

Learn the FAST check. 
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